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Wanalirri School Newsletter Week 5 Term 1 2018
Dear Parents and Families, on the recent State
Government Census, we were able to claim funding
for two eligible students. This will certainly impact our
budget in the short term. We look forward to more
families making the most of having a quality Catholic
School in their own community.

Week 3,
100% Attenders

Every student deserves the chance every
day for the great education Wanalirri
Catholic School can provide.

Ely, Daemon & Keiran

Marcia and Danny joined
students and staff for Ash
Wednesday. Daemon read
the Gospel and Ely and
Keiran read the Psalm.
Marcia distributed the ashes with the words, “Turn

away from sin and be
like Jesus”.

Each Friday we cook as an important part of
the Design and Technology curriculum.
Lately we have been comparing recipes and
using criteria to judge the results of our
cooking. On Shrove Tuesday we used three
different pancake recipes and had Miss
Michelle do a “blind test” to judge our pancakes. Last Friday week, we searched the
internet for Orange Cake recipes. We made
two different kinds, and once again Miss
Michelle was asked to judge. She chose Ely
and Daemon’s cake for its orange flavour,
moistness and the way it held together. Keiran is seeking a re-match!

Keiran’s been counting
everything he can get his
hands on. He used MAB
blocks to show what the
numbers looked like. He
announced that it looks
just like the graph we use
to record temperatures
and rainfall for SciTech’s
Weatherwall.

Crostoli
Kings!
Combining Italian and
Cooking, last Friday we
made “crostoli”- an Italian
pastry. The recipe is similar to making pasta but
some sugar is added. We
cut the pastry into small
strips and fried it in oil.
After dusting the crostoli
in icing sugar, we enjoyed
them the traditional way–
with a cup of coffee!

Per fare i crostoli, si usa farina,
uova, zucchero e un po’ di latte.
Tira bene la pasta e tagliarla a
pezzetti. Friggere i pezzi in olio
bollente. Mangia i crostoli con
un buon caffe`.

Ely (pictured LEFT
measuring perimeter)
has just been offered
Abstudy assistance to
study at St John’s Darwin. Congratulations,
Ely.
BELOW: Ely wrote
about his understanding
of the Sacrament of
Baptism.
Baptism helps us to grow in love and goodness and weakens temptation to sin or be selfish. It gives us a
feeling of belonging to God’s family.
A baptised person needs to go to Church regularly. Receiving the Eucharist (making your First Communion)
and always trying to live as Jesus taught us are things that a baptised person should always do.

